Faraday: Assessing vendors for cybersecurity
capabilities
Introduced a risk rating solution to improve oversight into third-party security systems
Enforced compliance and data security more effectively
Worked with vendors to remediate the problem and improve security standards

About Faraday
Faraday is a wholly-owned subsidiary of
Berkshire Hathaway and is part of General
Reinsurance Corporation.
The company provides insurance products
to different industries ranging from aviation
to agriculture.

Working with third-party
agents
Faraday works with different third-party vendors to provide
its insurance products. Vendors are responsible for
overseeing the underwriting process and also handle
claims management, if necessary. To pull off these vital
operations, Faraday shares sensitive data with its vendors.
The team uses paper-based assessments and periodic
audits to assess the security standards of their third-party
vendors which, at times, gives a limited picture of their
vendors’ vulnerabilities.
Proper insight into these vulnerabilities is the only way to
guarantee the security of their vendors, while a lack of
transparency could showcase a vendor’s inability to meet
compliance requirements.
What Faraday needed was a solution that would allow
them to assess their vendors’ security standards to identify
and resolve security issues proactively. The aim was to
create a more secure environment where the company
would be comfortable sharing data with vendors.

Bringing security to
insurance vendors

Assessing vendor cybersecurity

Faraday turned to Northdoor, RiskXchange
partner, to deliver a strategic solution to assess
the cybersecurity capabilities of each vendor. The
insurance giant has always had a productive
relationship with Northdoor; therefore, when their
account manager recommended RiskXchange
they did not hesitate to try it.
RiskXchange is an automated, vendor risk security
solution that uses machine learning, AI, and rules
engines to automate risk management so
companies
can
survey
their
vendor’s
infrastructure more efficiently.
This solution would allow Faraday to assess their
vendor's security to enforce data protection more
effectively for customers, stakeholders, and
member companies.

The vendor security solution came with several
features that made risk management easier. The
solution included an intuitive dashboard that would
allow Faraday to centralise risk management to better
determine whether their third-party agents were
meeting cybersecurity standards.
What impressed Faraday was the simplicity of the
RiskXchange solution. The platform could track and
assess each of its vendor’s security capabilities and
assign a security score that would rise or fall in
correlation to security standards. It was a simple,
intuitive system that allowed the company to identify
the most serious cases, prioritise them, explain their
concerns to the vendor, and propose a solution to
remediate the problem.
Furthermore, Faraday agreed to take full advantage of
our capabilities by not only integrating the risk rating
solution into their processes but also working with our
team of vendor security experts to better enforce data
security policies. We also made changes that were
required to ensure the service worked for the
company.
Between the vendor risk rating solution and the
expertise of the RiskXchange team, Faraday was able
to better secure third-party data.

Creating a better vendor security environment
Though it is still early, Faraday is seeing a significant improvement when managing key
vendors in an efficient and informed manner. The corporate insurance firm has had a
much easier time overseeing security standards amongst vendors. It has allowed them to
identify ‘high-risk’ vendors and work with them to improve security standards to ensure
data is kept safe and that compliance standards are met.
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